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APPENDIX 8: Big Stories 2014 
 
! 349!
LOCAL!SCREENINGS!AND!EXHIBITIONS!
We!organise!local!screenings!and!exhibitions!to!showcase!the!work.!We!try!to!show!the!
stories!back!in!surprising!ways.!!
We’ve!held!exhibitions!in!galleries,!screenings!in!cafes!and!on!the!side!of!buildings!and!
discussions!in!the!school!or!library.!This!allows!people!to!see!the!stories!and!have!
editorial!input.!It’s!also!an!opportunity!for!reflection!and!discussion!around!the!ideas!in!
the!films.!
This!community!screening!and!feedback!process!is!an!important!part!of!what!makes!Big!
Stories!different!from!most!projects.!
! !
Murray!Bridge!Gallery,!2011!
!
Café!screening,!Cambodia,!2011!!
